Chevy ss396

Reliable and affordable, the three-year design cycle kicked off by the '68 version would outsold
every other true high-performance machine of the day, and beat its share, to boot. Muscle Car
Image Gallery. Two-door GM intermediates lost three inches of wheelbase and gained shapely
new styling for ' Returning to the official options list for the first time since late was the lusty
bhp L A three-speed manual was standard with all engines , and a four-speed or automatic were
optional. Axle ratios began with 2. Chevy still didn't seem to have the SS 's suspension sorted
out: It rode harshly yet allowed the nose to porpoise over bumps. And the Muncie four-speed
didn't shift with near the smoothness of the Hurst linkages offered as original equipment on
some competitors. But with the L78 in its holster, an SS was a match for most anything coming
out of rival showrooms. It idled roughly but revved ferociously. Remembered Patrick Bedard in
a Car and Driver retrospective of top muscle cars: "If you came up beside an SS in those days,
you listened carefully. If you heard sixteen little hammers , the racket of solid lifters, you knew
the guy was dangerous. Chevy built 62, SS Chevelles for ' A fraction were ordered with the L78,
but that engine wasn't for every man. Return to Classic Muscle Cars Library. Chevy's SS
became America's most popular muscle car thanks in large part to the new styling it got for '
See more muscle car pictures. Many muscle car owners installed an aftermarket tach on the
steering column, as demonstrated by this fine example. Chevy muscle cars beat at the heart of
big-cube high performance. See profiles, photos, and specifications of Chevy muscle cars.
Muscle cars came in many shapes and sizes. Here are features on more than muscle cars ,
including photos and specifications for each model. Muscle cars created their own culture. To
learn about it, read How Muscle Cars Work. Cougar pulled out of Mustang's shadow with the
striped and spoilered Mercury Cougar Eliminator. Beep, beep! Make way for one of the baddest
muscle cars of all time, the Plymouth Road Runner Hemi. The Pontiac Firebird Trans Am
combined sports-car handling and muscle car power. The engine is what gives a muscle car its
flamboyant personality. To learn everything you need to know about car engines, see How Car
Engines Work. Muscle cars wouldn't have much muscle without horsepower -- but what exactly
is horsepower? How Horsepower Works answers that question. Are you thinking of buying a
muscle car, or any other car? Related Content " ". Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now
showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Dealership Showcased. True
Super Sport, beautiful factory 50 Dover white, black vinyl top, black interior, matching n This
Chevrolet is a fine example of an original Super Sport and possesses a high level of Auction
Vehicle. This Chevrolet Chevelle SS is powered by a rebuilt non-matching-numbers,
period-correct ci Real SS sold with original protecto plate. Sold new at Bellwo It's called
Chevelle" This match Private Seller. Selling a Chevelle SS. The car is a true SS car with the L in
the body trim tag. Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. This Chevrolet Nova has a
refurbished exterior and interior and is powered by a rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic.
The car is finished in Blue with a White top and has new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black
vinyl front buckets are separated by a custom center console and floor-mounted shifter and
amenities includea retro-styledigital stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional
equipment consists ofpower steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar
SS wheels. This Novais now offered with a clean Kansas title in the name of the seller. Power
comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the
car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the
seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This
Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and
accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include
Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all
four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery
tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered
with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. Power is provided
by a 6. Equipment includes a power sunroof, dual-zone climate control, heated and cooled
seats, navigation, Harmon Kardon sound, 20" Brass Monkey wheels, traction control, and much
more. Thecar is stored in a climate-controlled garage and has been started and moved every
two months since new. This Hellcat is offered by the seller with all three keys, all original
purchase documents, including the window sticker, and a clear Idaho title. Sign up for our daily
newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our
Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious
accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie
Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought
to you by ClassicCars. That is about twice the number assembled in and an increasingly
popular option in spite of the fact that it was not advertised, referenced or promoted. He does

reference two holes in the floor â€” both sound minor, and a cut-out in the firewall which
appears to have been for a cowl-induction air feed. The included image of the trunk floor is not
showing signs of anything more than surface rust â€” typical. Rounding out the exterior is the
complete trim the plastic grille has a minor problem , still bright chrome bumpers and the
correct Magnum style wheels. Interestingly, the seller makes no mention if, or how, the engine
runs but one image clearly shows the alternator spinning so at least the motor is in running
condition. The black vinyl upholstery is showing only the slightest signs of wear, remember that
56K mile claim and the Rosewood steering wheel, headliner, dash and instrument panel are in
very nice shape. On the surface, it seems like a paint job could put this Chevelle back in tall
cotton. My brother had one that he bought from my dad. He worked for Chevrolet as a
salesman, anyway the car ended up spinning a bearing. Chevrolet replaced the short block and
a week later it did the same thing. He traded it in for a corvette. Same thing happened to me in a
65 Vette with the same engine. With the stock cam was pretty much the limit for power and
chevy put the redline at either 6 or depending on the year. As MSD boxes came in the rev limiter
chips saved a lot of motors from the junk heap. The bottom ends of big blocks could not survive
RPM. I ran the one I had very hard, but kept the RPM under Was a great motor. Had 2-bolt mains,
and this one should have 4-bolt main caps. No need to wind it up tight, the power is plenty
below The 2-bolt big blocks were not ever going to make it to 6k and not blow up but any 4 bolt
motor had the good parts in it forged crank, rods and pistons.. I bet I have built over a hundred
big blocks and never had one spin a bearing but did have one drop a valve when the guy
missed a shift. I think it is still a coffee table. I have a Biscayne right now that runs like a
scalded rabbit. All the good parts in it and a 4-bolt block. Optioned out nicely. Good colors. Yes
it will cost money to restore, but if you can get him to slice just a little off the price it is worth
every penny, plus what you are going to stick in to it. That is, unless it is a rust-bucket
underneath. Bad rust on the bottom side would slow me downâ€¦. My brother bought a 68
Chevelle SS hp with M The car cost something like off the show room floor. Unfortunately the
car got totaled in a head on collision. A friend bought the engine, ended up being junk the
collision distorted the 8 cylinder. Broke all the ears off the Muncie! The car was lightning Fast!
BTW brother got broken leg and stitches. Big money car if all matching numbers. Even for an
automatic. Would love to see better pictures though. Really nice car with the right look for
barnfinds. Scruffy but it wears it well. Spot on interior for a Chevelle like this, as far as I know
the turbo tranny in the L cars had stiffer shifts, meaning higher under full throttle and firmer,,, I
could be thinking of the wrong Chevy. Well, the L78 is the top gun SS Chevelle both then and
now, for different reasons I guess, the former involving much abuse with the right foot and why
not a lot of originals survived. Not a lot of them survived because nearly every one blew up.
Chevy would give out a new short block the first time. Maybe fix it the second time, if you were
lucky. After that it was easier to just throw a into the car, and then they would just rust away. Is
it just me or does 31k seem low for a genuine L78 in this market? Certainly looks like the real
deal. There are a ton of clones out there, since 69 was the first year without a specific vin for the
SS. But again, this looks legit to me. I had a 69 el Camino for 20 years, and a 69 small block
Malibu, that I would love to have back. I would tune and drive this hotrod as it is. The price is
fine in my opinion. Have to check the rust issue but it is still a little high for the looks it has now.
My thoughts are in the 20 to 25 k range. Nice Wish I was closer to see it in person. I have a SS
that was bought from the original owner and it has a turbo horse shoe shifter, I have also seen
other 68s with the I also have owned a with the aluminum heads, back in that was a four speed
car. Im normally a big 4 speed advocate but this thing is pretty cool. An original chambered
exhaust car makes it unique, very limited run. Real slick car then that we all liked, could only
imagine this one done up. You can buy a restored hp 69 for around 65 to 75 why would you
spend this much on a car that would take every bit 0f 50k to bring back plus a auto car never
brings the high end of the market.. Kennewick Wa. All the rubber is usually dried out though. A
good reason is because the lower price is affordable, then you do the repair work at your leisure
instead of just dropping a big chunk of money all at once. The term is driving while restoring.
Good luck doing that. Once you start taking it apart to fix rust you have a car that is not
drivable. Body man can make some repairs but you are not going to be driving this thing to
work and back anyway. Mechanically if it needs something rebuilt you are back to a car that you
are not driving. I have restored a lot of cars and once you start it just a matter of how much over
how long you want to do it. The last car I did I drove it the first year then it took two years before
it saw the road again. Just might be my last frame off car. Getting older and the friends are
getting weaker to help. I was always skeptical of that. I thought that was the equipped COPO
cars. Those are rare. This is special but still several thousand produced. It was green on green
with a green vinyl top. Fixed it all up, drove it for about 6 years,sold it to buy a house. Really
miss that car. That chambered exhaust sounded fantastic! My goofy uncle who always had to be

a big shot bought the car but had no place to put it so he borrowed a buddies garage. Later, he
sold it on consignment. The consignment shop had it parked it on the lawn on a nice day right
in front a boat on a trailer. Some guy who was interested fired it up, and upon getting out
dumped the clutch while it was in reverse and creased the deck lid. Hopefully the person that
owns it now can afford the car, and a nice place to store it! Nothing wrong with that. I ran a big
block el Camino for 20 years,on the street and bracket raced, never had any trouble, really never
knew any friends with engine trouble. Folks often make blanket statements from one
experience. Regardless of opinions, this is an awesome Chevelle, that most any of us would
love to have, warts and all. I would clean it up, fix whatever needs fixin mechanically, and drive
it. You see done ones all the time and it is refreshing to see an original one again. Ok all, I
purchased the car!!! It is everything the gentleman said it was. Final price 29k. To small rust
holes as stated by seller and both bottom front fenders. All numbers match and runs
outstanding. Just ordered a new exhaust system from gardener weeks. Everything is correct
except carb and air clean. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it
featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free
daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn
Finds. Jim ODonnell. More: Chevrolet Chevelle SS. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments
Frank Sumatra. Drive now. Figure out your plan next spring. Winter is coming.
DayDreamBeliever Member. All the good parts in it and a 4-bolt block 1. The SOLD sign would
already be up. Bad rust on the bottom side would slow me downâ€¦ 4. Jack G. Lucky 9. Eddie
Dee. Would love to see better pictures though 8. Troy s. Clement Feldman. Great car but too
much money for too much work. No thanks. The price is fine in my opinion 1. Nice Wish I was
closer to see it in person 5. Danny Tomicic. Jim ODonnell Staff. Yes but is yours, and the others
that you have seen, an L78 or are they the lesser L35 or L34? Tooyoung4heyday Member. Terry
J. Dan H. If a guy bought it and put a TKO 5 speed in it, would that be a sin? Camaro guy. Holy
Grail? Larry Z. It had torque for days! Johnny Bravo. Regardless of opinions, this is an
awesome Chevelle, that most any of us would love to have, warts and all 1. Mark T Hagene. I
have a NOS air cleaner. Congrats, looks like a really nice car. Rare Fins: Cadillac Eldorado
Seville. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter:
Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue
reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! Maybe you saw one at the drag strip
and or the local cruise. Dealers didn't know much about it. In fact, it wasn't even listed in the
showroom brochures or the standard dealer sales albums. Although it was a total mystery to
most dealers, those who knew the magic option code could buy the meanest, most powerful
big-block in the Chevelle arsenal. Unless you lived near a Chevrolet performance dealer like
Yenko, Berger, Gibb, Rosenthal, Indianatlantic or Rathmann, the chance of finding anL78 on the
showroom floor was somewhere between slim and none. You had to know how to get your mitts
on a Special Product Order form and fill out the right information, then get the dealer to order it
for you. You gave him your deposit and then you waited six to eight weeks for the hauler to
arrive with your L78 Chevelle. What was the L78? It was hp wrapped up inside a cid engine.
There was only one other option that made the L78 look mundane, and that was the L89, which
parked a set of aluminum cylinder heads atop the iron-block , but retained the same hp rating.
As enigmatic as the L78 was in the showroom, thanks to magazine coverage, 9, L78 Chevelles
were ordered in Along with specific emblems on the grille, front fenders and the blacked out
taillamp panel, the SS package also featured a domed hood and power front disc brakes. Sales
of the SS option were strong, with 86, rolling out of dealers' doors. Part of the L78 SS package
was the F41 heavy-duty suspension. The F41used firm springs, a large stabilizer bar and firm
shocks up front, along with a four-link coil spring rear configuration with firm shocks. The rear
lower control arms were boxed by a plate welded across the sides for reinforcement. A rear
stabilizer bar was bolted to the inner sides of the control arms. The upper arms were braced to
handle the massive torque of the L The optional 14x6 sport wheels with F70x14wide oval bias
belt tires put a wide footprint on the ground, however they'd go up in smoke when the wood was
laid to the L The L78 had a hp rating measured at rpm and peak torque of lb-ft came on at rpm.
The L78 was fitted with aluminum impact extruded Down in that beefy four-bolt main block was
a forged steel crank. The mechanical valvetrain used 1. The iron-head L78 shared the same
valves with its aluminum head L89 sibling-- 2. A Holley four-barrel with 1. Not only was this
system more efficient, it was one of the sweetest sounding stock exhausts on the street.
Transmission choices for the L78 started with the standard three-speed manual and two
four-speed manuals, either the M20 wide ratio or the M21or heavy-duty M22 close ratios. While
the rest of the industry was installing Hurst shifters, Chevrolet stubbornly insisted on using
Muncie shifters and linkage. Popular Hot Rodding magazine noted, "The Muncie linkage
wouldn't go into second on three out of four tries over 15attempts. The linkage was horrible. For

the M40, the standard shifter location was on the column. When the optional console was
ordered, the shifter moved to the floor. Astern was a heavy duty differential with 8. Just how fast
was a stock L78 Chevelle right out of the box? Hot Cars magazine tested one in their February
issue, recording a Popular Hot Rodding magazine tested a L78 SS Chevelle and found they
could get the car down to the high 13s with just a set of Casler slicks. A better shifter and
linkage, headers and a proper setup could whittle the L78's time down into the low 13s. Rick has
a preference for the fastest factory Chevys, and his '69 L78 SS is one of the hottest in his
collection. It's also rather unusually optioned out. It has the RPO U14 gauge package, which
placed the mph speedometer in the left opening and a clock in the small center opening. The
right hand opening contained gauges for oil pressure, fuel, battery and water temperature. They
surrounded a small rpm tachometer with a rpm redline. The tach was down from the driver's line
of sight and difficult to read. When Rick's car was ordered, the buyer sprung for the gauge
package but passed on a radio, opting instead to specify the RPO U57 8-track stereo tape player
with four-speakers. Only 12, Chevelles were ordered with the tape player. The Parchment
interior is fitted with the optional Strato bucket seats and console. Optioned out like Rick's SS
Chevelle, it was hard to find a musclecar that combined performance and comfort better.
Nothing stood out from the pack like the L78 SS This homebuilt Chevelle restomod mixes
supercharged LS2 performance with the spirit of drag racing and a legacy of hard work. After
selling his pro-touring Chevelle Jeffrey felt the regret so he enlisted the help of Classic Car
Studios to get him back into a badass, blown, ProCharged A-body! Original visions are often
replaced by revisions, so after Gary got his Chevrolet Malibu home and torn apart, his plans for
what he wanted to do with the car changed. No lie, the backstory is this Daytona Yellow SS
Chevelle was advertised as a low-mileage, numbers-matching, real deal SS with a Turbo and
bench seat. This rare Chevelle is a survivor from the s, back when blown muscle cars like this
were referred to as Street Freaks. Al cooked up one beautiful Chevrolet Chevelle that draws
quite a crowd at every show he brings it to. Super Chevy. View Full Image. Connect With Us. Get
Latest News and Articles. Newsletter Sign Up. Related Articles. A Drag Racing Inspired Chevelle
Restomod This homebuilt Chevelle restomod mixes supercharged LS2 performance with the
spirit of drag racing and a legacy of hard work. This Chevrolet Malibu Changed Horses in the
Middle of the Steam Original visions are often replaced by revisions, so after Gary got his
Chevrolet Malibu home and torn apart, his plans for what he wanted to do with the car changed.
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